
Pinewood Village Hall Proposed Development. 

I am one of the two EHDC ward councillors for Whitehill Chase Ward I have lived in Whitehill and 

Bordon for 42 years. I have on occasion hired and attended functions at Pinewood Village Hall until 

its closure by EHDC in 2018 which also caused the polling station having to be relocated. I am still a 

regular user of the one-stop shop including its Post Office and Cash Point facility. I would like to 

make the committee aware of several concerns I have about the Village Hall and the shared parking 

that extends in front of the One-stop shop for their consideration.  

As an observation I note the homeless figures used are East Hants and not specific to Whitehill and 

Bordon alone, sadly someone homed on this site not local could be separated from jobs, family and 

friends. No train station and an infrequent bus service will compound this!  

Policy CP16 of the EHDC: Joint Core Strategy seek to protect against the loss of Community facilities, 

unless: 

a) The facility is no longer required and alternative facilities are easily accessible for the 

community they are intended to serve: 

 Page 18 paragraph 3 states a report was commissioned and undertaken by Peter Marsh 

Consulting in 2018 that states that sufficient assets are available to meet the needs of the 

Town. I would argue that the report does not differentiate between the different types of 

local community assets and has been superseded by the loss of the RAF club this year, which 

was available to hire for private functions etc. 

 

Both Pinewood Village Hall and the RAF Club Hall located across the road in Trenchard Park 

were facilities ideal for Family Occasions and party’s they had a function Hall and a separate 

kitchen for food preparation.  This committee needs to be aware that the Defence 

Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) decided to close the RAF club in January 2020, that meant 

that users including the Local British Legion have also had to find an alternative. Pinewood 

Village Hall was intended to serve the Pinewood village community. Nothing alike now exists 

in that community. Other facilities like 1759 and former fire station are geared towards 

business use. Other facilities may exist outside of this part of the town but accessibility? I 

would question for the Pinewood community! 

 

b) It can be demonstrated through a rigorous marketing exercise that the use is no longer 

viable, that all reasonable efforts have been made to retain it and that there is no alternative 

use that would provide beneficial facility to the local community:  

Page 18 1st sentence: In this instance no marketing has been carried out to demonstrate that 

the use is no longer viable. The next sentence continues about the buildings poor condition. 

It is not mentioned in the report how this conclusion was reached; when it appears that just 

interior reconstruction to facilitate the pod locations are required!  

 

 

Development Impact 

The additional external units appear to increase the floor area of the development by 

approximately 50% with little or no outdoor space, does not this constitute over 

development? 

 

 

 



Parking,   

5 spaces Village hall carpark and 8 spaces shared with one-stop 

Page 22 paragraph 4, last two sentences: Historically the 8 shared parking bays have been 

shared with the one-stop and users of Pinewood Village  and there is no proposal to change 

this arrangement to which there is an agreement in place. This arrangement would be no 

worse than the existing situation and would, therefore, be acceptable. 

 

Page 26 condition 8, states that development permission is subject to the parking areas 

being retained and reserved for that purpose at all times. 

At present none of the parking in front of the one-stop shop is marked as either/or 

Pinewood Village Hall and One-Stop. It was confirmed to me over the telephone that these 

spaces are not being marked to differentiate them. 

I assume this means that the spaces are therefore metaphorically reserved for Hall and shop, 

surely this could be a cause for civil dispute over who is parking where! 

Sometimes the car park in front of one-stop can get very busy, causing overspill into Rydall 

close and Ennerdale road although both have yellow line parking restrictions. 

 

Drainage 

 The car park in front of One-stop falls very steeply from Rydal Close at the top down to 

Ennerdale road at the bottom. During heavy sustained rainfall the bottom third of the car 

park floods restricting parking, the water laps over the kerb. This has been a problem for 

many years and has not been resolved probably due to the fact it is not public owned land. A 

former site manager of the Sorting Office next door can confirm this along with a former 

District Councillor for Pinewood Ward if required. A virtual perspective does not give proper 

indication how steep the exit is into Rydal Close at the top of the car Park. On rare occasions 

when we have ice form on the car park road surface, vehicles cannot exit the carpark and 

drive up and over the kerb into Ennerdale road instead. 

 

Cllr Paul Wigman 

Whitehill Chase Ward 

 

 

  


